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QUESTION 1

During implementation, the team found that there is a notification controller exposed for an external service that marks
the order as paid when notification is received. The notification URL is sent to the service together with the payment
request and contains only the URL with orderlD as the parameter. 

What should the Architect recommend to the team in order to prevent the unauthorized usage of the controller to mark
the orders as paid? 

A. Add a customer number in the callback URL and match the customer number against the one stored on the order. 

B. Add HTTPS restriction to the controller start node. 

C. Add an order token in the callback URL and match the token against the one stored on the order. 

D. Add a session attribute and validate it on the callback. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An Architect to notify by the Business that order conversion dramatically dropped a few hours after go live. Further
investigation points out that customers cannot proceed to checkout anymore. The Architectis aware that a custom
inventory checks with a third-party API is enforced at the beginning of checkout, and that customers are redirected to
the basket page when items are no longer in stock 

Which tool can dearly confirm that the problem is indeed caused by the inventory check? 

A. Sales Dashboard from Reports and Dashboards 

B. Service Status from Business Manager 

C. Pipeline Profiler from Business Manager 

D. Realtime Report from Reports and Dashboards 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

aclient uses an external marketing toot to manage promotions and coupons for its multiple brands. They currently have
only one brand on B2C Commerce and thev get Import-ready feeds created by this tool on en SFTP location. 

The marketing team completes thedata preparation by the end of the work day. 

How should the Architect handle this import? 

A. Create a Job and define three steps: one step uses ExecuteScriptModule to download the files from SFTP, end two
standard steps to Import the promotion end coupons. 

B. Create a Job and define three steps: one standard step to download files from sftp end two steps that use Execute
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Script Module to import the promotion end coupons. 

C. Create a job and define three steps: one custom step to download the files from SFTP, and two standard steps to
import the promotion and coupons. 

D. Create a Job and define three custom steps: download the files from SFTP, import promotions, import coupons 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

The Client currently manages Customers, Inventory, and Product Information with dedicated backend systems as
shown In the Systems Diagram below. There is also an external Email Marketing System (EMS) in place. The EMS
needs order data toemail recommendations to customers using an existingemail campaign. These recommendations
should be to only send for products that are in stock. The EMS has no access to the backend systems so this data
should come from the Salesforce B2C Commerce site. 

Which relationships should be added to the Systems Diagram to complete it and fulfill the chant requirements necessary
for the email campaign? 

A. Order, Customer, and Product data should be exported from Staging. Inventory data should be exported from
Production. 

B. Order, Customer, and Inventory data should be exported from Production. Product data should be exported from
staging. 

C. Order and Customer data should be exported from Production. Product and Inventory data should be exported from
Staging. 

D. Order and Inventory should be exported from Production. Products should be exported from Staging. Customers
should be exported from the external Customer Management System. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 5

The client provided these business requirements: 

1. 

The B2C Commerce platform will integrate with the client\\'s Order Management System (OMS). 

2. 

The OMS supports Integration us-no legacy RPC style SOAP services. 

3. 

The OMS is hosted on client s infrastructure. 

What is the right cartridge folder to place the WSDL provided for the OMS service? 

A. /cartridge/webreferences2 

B. /cartridge/webreferences 

C. /cartridge 

D. /cartridge/services 

Correct Answer: B 
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